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By Charles H. Coppes

“Patriotism means to stand by the country. It does not mean to stand by the president, save exactly
to the degree in which he himself stands by the country. It is unpatriotic not to oppose him to
the exact extent that he fails in his duty to stand by the country. In either event, it is
unpatriotic not to tell the truth, whether about the president or anyone else.”
- Theodore Roosevelt (26th US President, 1858 - 1919)
“Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds,
while they only recover their senses slowly, one by one.”
- Charles MacKay, Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds
“Masks are utterly useless. There is no evidence base for their effectiveness whatsoever.
Paper masks and fabric masks are simply virtue signaling. They’re not even worn
effectively most of the time. It’s utterly ridiculous."
Dr. Roger Hodkinson, Expert Pathologist, Alberta, CA
"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the
argument of tyrants; it is the creed of slaves."
- William Pitt (1759 - 1806)
"Jesus paid it all...sin had left a crimson stain; He washed me white as snow."
Christmas Eve Greetings to All,
As we enter a New Year I wish you well. This past year has seen huge changes in our culture, health
concerns and political fortunes. Our bubble economy keeps getting more inflated as millions sink into
the New Great Depression with plandemic fears being exploited by petty politicians, technocrats and
social engineers. However, despite this deepening darkness the hope and light of Christmas shines
brightly, and this helps to put our lives into proper perspective. We shall examine these issues below.
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The US State of the Union: It is Disunity!

The Trump years have been rather chaotic with our culture wars, political drama and deep state
intrigue. The election in November has only heightened our national angst. In 2017, I observed that
the Trump presidency merely revealed how far the Obama-Biden administration had moved the goal
posts in their eight years. Tribal politics has produced the deplorables vs the Trump haters for all the
world to see. Anticipating a "potential disruption" in the 2020 election, a group calling itself the
Transition Integrity Project (TIP) was created in June, and the organizers provide us a TIP who these
haters are: Neocon Bill Kristol, John 'Pizzagate' Podesta, former DNC and RNC chairs, and a slew of
leftist journalist. But The Donald has his critics on the right as well. A Fox Poll indicates that 56%
say they are economically worse off than 2016, and 46% submit that Trump is the worst president in
US history. A blogger recently summed up the tension and likely outcome of this election:
"Irrespective of the insanity of his haters, Trump as the incumbent had to deliver on
the pledges he made in 2016, and then some, in order to expand his coalition and have
any hope of re-election. By and large he hasn’t done that. Either way, he screwed up the
federal response to a pandemic, so it might’ve been a wash regardless. And just for the record,
Trump himself has certainly been more than happy to provoke, troll, and needle his foes, so it’s not
as if he’s blame-free in the ensuing miasma of hyper-partisan craziness....Trump may not
deserve another term on his own merits. But a loss for Trump is nonetheless a win for the lunatics
who’ve spent four years subjecting the rest of us an unceasing tsunami of freakish nonsense."

At this point it looks like we are stuck with the lunatic Dems and their freakish nonsense, but Trump
also failed to deliver on his grandiose MAGA imaginations, and pointing that out is not unpatriotic as
Teddy Roosevelt says above. So, the Biden-Harris ticket is now being celebrated in the leftist media.

As Pat Buchanan responds, "The hypocritical calls from the mainstream media today for us all to come
together, after the atrocities they perpetrated, boggle the mind." We are now two nations he concludes.
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So where do we go from here? Sleepy Joe has set up the so-called Office of the President Elect, but
the Constitution recognizes nothing of the sort, and Trump lawyers are still challenging a Biden win.
As Hal Turner has pointed out, Al Gore was called the "president elect" for 37 days before he lost,
but that was a unique case. The Supreme Court has already dismissed legal challenges. But as Turner
wrote in November, the 12th Amendment could have been used if neither candidate had a majority of
electoral votes. This provision from 1804 allows for "one vote" from the majority party of each state,
and today 30 states are Republican vs 20 for Democrats! Our Electoral College has already confirmed
Biden and the Senate has agreed. But I would draw your attention to the concluding words of the 12th
Amendment, which states, "But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be
eligible to that of Vice-President of the United States." Article 2 of the Constitution states that only a
"natural born citizen...shall be eligible to the office of President." Harris was eligible to be a senator,
but she is not a natural born citizen. Her mother was from India and her father was from Jamaica,
and neither were an American citizen when she was born! The Internet/media is calling this false and
racist, but the same was true about Obama (his father was a dual citizen of Kenya and Zanzibar, and
not an American citizen). The 14th Amendment was adopted in 1868 to define slaves as natural born
citizens (on US soil), but that was not the intention in 1789. This issue is debated, and the Supreme
Court has never ruled on it either. But who need an archaic old piece of paper anyway, right?

Bubble Economy & the New Great Depression

So the New Year will include plenty of political theater and ongoing cultural strife, but the more
serious volatility will be in our financial markets and bubble economy. The US stock market is a good
example of how men go "mad in herds." And seen below, current stock earnings and actual economic
growth now have a "negative correlation," which suggests massive distortions in the real economy.
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As mentioned above, the market on Wall Street has never been this "disconnected" from our GDP.
Why is this happening? Only one answer; repeated interventions by the Fed and the central banksters.
Wall Street has become a rigged casino that is now totally dependent upon easy credit from the Fed
and their partners. US stock capitalization is now 170% compared to our annual GDP! A figure of
50-70% is consider more normal. But these are not normal times. As seen below, the Dow Index of
30 major stocks keeps trending up, but the smart money flow (corporate insiders selling) keeps going
lower - talk about the Greater Fool Theory! According to a study done by the French bank SocGen,
the broader S&P 500 Index would be, or should be, 1,800 points (not 3,700) if it were not for central
bank easy money policy that flows to capital markets and the insiders. The same goes for NASDAQ.

But today, there are plenty of greater fools to support the illusionary "wealth effect" sustained by the
unelected technocrats in the Eccles Building. For the past four years, The Donald has made the
inflated stock indices as proof of his financial genius and shrewd business acumen to make us great
again, but it is all a cruel hoax. Or fake news as he oft refers. Can this disconnect and distortion keep
going on forever? Financial analyst Bill Blain offers us his own take with a concluding remark.
"The laws of financial gravity are immutable. There is a relationship between global wealth, growth
and the value of stocks and bonds (financial assets.) There is balance that sets risk/reward
returns. These are all out of sync at present – stock market values are out of all proportion to
global growth prospects, while investors are now being forced to accept ever greater risks for lower
returns. Distortions can only last so long before reality bites and overcomes – often violently.
When will it blow? I suspect it could come next year when the pandemic is over."

Will the bubble economy finally blow in 2021? I tend to agree with Blain that it will, and this will
be the Mother of all financial calamities in modern times - the financial reckoning day I write about.
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Not only do we have a massive bubble in stocks, but also bonds and real estate. According to the
reliable S&P 500 CAPE Index as seen above, home values are even more inflated than stocks! Why
is this happening? Low interest rates play a part, but there is a demographic shift from the wretched
big cities run my liberals to the suburbs or farther (more in this in a moment). Realtors around the US
are reporting low inventory for sale and this is causing cash bidding wars. My own resort town, in the
high country of Arizona, is seeing (lousy) properties double in price! As Blain says, financial gravity
will collapse stocks and bonds (and real estate) in 2021, but rural property will remain very expensive.

As I mentioned, the real volatility will be financial markets in 2021. And this is far more concerning
to me than the tribal-identity politics that the Red Team/Blue Team mainstream media entertains us
with. After all, does it really matter who is in the White House when the reckoning day comes? Our
central bank (the Fed) is the real issue! The Fed is all about central planning. This is Socialism. The
Fifth Plank of the Communist Manifesto calls for the "centralization of a state bank with an exclusive
monoply." The Fed is a Marxist institution, and if you doubt me CLICK HERE. I like to say that we
are all cultural Marxists now. We like turning to the Fed for stimulus. We like transfer payments and
benefits. But the notion of central planning is a "fatal conceit" as Austrian economist Hayek has so
eloquently observed in this book. Today, the Fed is creating one unit "dollar" for only 33 cents of
economic growth - see above. In other words, to maintain the status quo, we are getting less marginal
return, and this does not end well. I'll quote from my Libertarians at EconomicPrism.com. "The dollar
is being systematically destroyed. This destruction has been going on for 107 years; since the passage
of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913. And It has been going on in earnest since Nixon closed the gold
window in 1971." I will address this in my concluding remarks. Check out their link above. And here
is what we are saying. Our Federal spending is totally out of control folks. Our politicos and
banksters have created more debt since September (our fiscal new year) than any previous fiscal year.
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So again, where do we go from here? The Fed will continue to distort the economy, create huge
malinvestment and moral hazard in every sector. Easy credit has led to over-capacity as Charles
Hugh Smith comments, "The reality nobody dares mention is that thanks to 20 years of the Federal
Reserve's easy money, there's rampant over-capacity everywhere you look: there's too many cafes,
bistros, restaurants, fast-food outlets, hotels, resorts, AirBnBs, unprofitable Tech Unicorns, airline
flights, Tech startups, office towers, retail space, malls, absurdly overpriced apartments for rent,
storage facilities, delivery services, office sublets, colleges, attorneys, unemployed workers with
multiple credentials--the list of too much, too many is endless." Now we are trying maintain the status
quo and bail out everyone! Meanwhile wages have been FLAT for 50 years as the 1% prospers!

For many Americans, this is the New Great Depression! Unemployment is at Depression levels
(26% as of today), and a new poll this month reveals that 66% are living paycheck-to-paycheck and
82% cannot raise $500 for an emergency. We have seen a flight from the cities a noted in this study,
and this includes large firms. Food banks in America have seen a thirty-fold increase in demand!

This stunning photo is from Houston where they gave out 7,000 turkeys last month! Food insecurity
is becoming critical for many with 50 million on food stamps and millions more dependent on charity
and more government assistance. For many this is a new experience, and now many grocery stores are
reporting a dramatic increase in theft as people struggle to survive in the age of covid and lockdowns.
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It is truly remarkable and sad to see this happening. Whole industries are going under; airlines,
hotels, hospitality, restaurants, concerts and so on. Movie theaters have seen a 78% drop and may not
survive (George Clooney/Looney wants a bailout for Hollywood!). The US is now entering a period
of stagflation like we had in the 70s - contracting asset values and increased cost of living with high
unemployment. A new stimulus bill for $900 billion has been passed this week. A measly $600 check
will be sent to people within the next few months and the moratorium for rents has been extended. But
what about landlords? According to The Aspen Institute, there are 50 million rental units in the US
and half of these are small mom and pop properties with 58% having no line of credit!

One of the persistent myths about the Trump years is that he created "the best economy in the history
of the world." Was this true? One of the best indicators is "the velocity of money" (how money turns
over in the real economy). As seen in this chart it has been falling for over twenty years, and literally
collapses during the Trump era. So much for myths. And now let us turn to the biggest fraud of all.

The Global Plandemic & The Great Reset Scam

In recent months I have become a huge Tucker Carlson fan. His programs aggressively search for
the truth and expose liberal hypocrisy, cover-ups and scandals (fulltime job). In September he had Dr.
Li-Meng Yan on the show to tell the world that the Wuhan virus was created by the Chinese military
for asymmetrical warfare. She fled Hong Kong at risk, but the feckless and cowardly corporate
media remains silent and she is being blocked by the tech giant gatekeepers. Her 26-page report is a
damning expose of this "Frankenstein" virus she calls it. Watch the 6-min clip at THIS LINK.
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This is one brave little gal! She has appeared with Tucker again, and it is now feared that her entire
family has been arrested, and her own life is in grave danger. Compare this to the pathetic woke
culture that now dominates the West! Her testimony is exactly what Dr. Francis Boyle said in my
March newsletter with this video link, which of course, has now been banned. As John Kenneth
Galbraith once observed, "It is far, far safe to be wrong with the majority, than to be right alone."

“The further a society drifts from the truth, the more it will hate those who speak it.” - George Orwell
So, now we know that the original SARS virus from 2003 was modified in the oldest Bio Safety Lab
established in Wuhan (1957), and was "leaked" into the world about a year ago. Now comes the long
awaited vaccine. It is easy to see how we have gone from the mask, to the vaccine and eventually the
"mark of the beast" as mentioned in Rev. 13:16-18 (666). It is highly suspect that Bill Gates was part
of a plandemic exercise in October of last year (Event 201), and now here we are. So what is the
mRNA vaccine? This is actual gene editing and playing with our DNA! In this chilling two-minute
video Bill Gates explain this process and an enzyme called Luciferase that will glow! You can watch
the clip at THIS LINK. Also notice that the Microsoft patent is 0606060. You can't make this up!

Is this something you want to put into your body? I don't think so (mRNA gene editing has never
been tried in history). Even worse, there is talk of adding a biochip and politicians are pushing for
contact tracing like in Illinois - HR Bill 6666. This is similar to http://www.ID2020.org mentioned in
the clip above and supported by the Bill Gates Foundation. Are you getting the picture here? This is
not about health, but control (and Satan/Lucifer is a control freak!). This is becoming coercive, and
The Lucifer Effect is based on a prison experiment at Stanford that went badly as the guards became
very evil, and had to be stopped, see more HERE. This is a classic case study of human nature as some
gain power over others, and this is exactly what is happening. North Korea is a very good example.
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Many are urging caution with this new experimental vaccine rushed to the market (for shareholders of
course). Charles Hugh Smith provides this,"these are the first mRNA vaccines ever seeking approval
for human use, and so there are no long-term studies of what might go wrong down the road. One
concern is the possibility that mRNA vaccines could trigger a generalized immune response
(interferon, etc.) rather than just a specific immune response to a specific virus (antibodies, etc.). The
danger is that the mRNA could trigger an "all hands on deck" response that could then cascade into
autoimmune disorders in which the immune system goes haywire and starts attacking the body's own
cells rather than limiting its destructive capabilities to foreign viruses, bacteria, etc." This could very
well be the case in the booster shots being recommended that will increase the dosage. Politicians and
technocrats are using fear and panic to further other agendas. Lately, the focus has been on cases and
tests rather than actual fatalities with Covid-19. The PCR tests being used are notoriously inaccurate.
The creator, Dr. Kary Mullens, said with his PCR test "...you can find almost anything in anybody."
And further, the CDC recognizes that 94% of deaths had 2-3 comordities (they died of something
else). Studies have shown that worldwide Covid-19 deaths account for about .02% of the population,
and this year had fewer deaths from all sources than 2019, and the list goes on and on.

“Masks are utterly useless. There is no evidence base for their effectiveness whatsoever.
Paper masks and fabric masks are simply virtue signaling. They’re not even worn effectively most of
the time. It’s utterly ridiculous. Seeing these unfortunate, uneducated people – I’m not saying that in a
pejorative sense – seeing these people walking around like lemmings obeying without any knowledge
base to put the mask on their face.” - Dr. Roger Hodkinson, Expert Pathologist, Alberta, CA
And now we have the mask issue. It is very under reported that Sweden did NOT stress wearing a
face muzzle or lockdowns and they have gotten through this plandemic much better. This does not fit
the narrative. South Dakota has refused wearing masks and lockdowns and is doing quite fine. Yet
the mandates and pleas continue. In March, Dr. Fauci said that "universal masking was useless." And
that is what true scientists are saying now, as seen in the above comment. It's all about virtue signaling
and Group Think! I have read the book above, and basically they are saying that healthy people do
not need to wear a face diaper unless you are obviously sick and coughing and sneezing (and besides,
people wearing their holy rags shouldn't shame you because they are protected, right?). A study this
week says that the popular three-layer surgical mask is virtually useless - read it HERE. This study
says that wearing a mask "could be more dangerous than not wearing one at all." Yet, the fear of death
has a grip on people. This chart below in Stockholm University in Sweden clearly shows that
people under 70 have a 98-99% survival rate! But people are acting like 99% of infected people die!
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"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the
argument of tyrants; it is the creed of slaves." - William Pitt (1759 - 1806)
So, despite "following the science" the tyranny continues. It is necessary they say. Really? Any old
piece of cloth? The only "effective" mask could be an N-99 mask, or N-95 (but the box says it will
not prevent a virus!). As one writer observes, "we don’t need to go much further than our closest
supermarket to notice that that’s not the kind of masks worn by most people. Most people wear loosely
fitted, thin pieces of cloth that probably capture some particles ‒ what do I know? ‒ but is unlikely to
approach the efficacy that its proponents describe. We reuse them without washing them ‒ can anyone
really be bothered? ‒ we don’t put them on properly, they leak left-right-and-center." What a farce. I
will conclude with this comment I saw yesterday by a blogger, "Millions of people humiliated by the
Marketing Team of Covid-19 and their infantile slogans. Millions of people dehumanised by having
their faces, their smiles, their laughter, their thoughtfulness etc covered to make them into
expressionless drones. That was the year we just lived through. Will 2021 be the year a critical mass
try to escape the Kindergarten and return to being human?" We could only hope so, but I am afraid
that mask-shamers and moral busybodies will ever be with us. The mask-shamers are called Corona
Karens, as seen in this outrageous VIDEO CLIP. C. S. Lewis warned of these people years ago:
"Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may be the most
oppressive. It would be better to live under robber barons than under omnipotent moral
busybodies. The robber baron's cruelty may sometimes sleep, his cupidity may at some
point be satiated; but those who torment us for our own good will torment us without
end for they do so with the approval of their own conscience"

Now comes Operation Warp Speed with shots for everybody. Last month on 60 Minutes, Gen. Perna
concluded THIS short clip by shaming everyone who will NOT take the vaccine (full version HERE).
This is how medical tyranny is being imposed on us, and someday soon...the mark of the beast.
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We are being told that the vaccine is "voluntary" for everyone, but polls indicate that as many as 70%
of the American people want to wait and see, and half of these will never take it. In October, The
New England Journal of Medicine (their Bible) called for "mandatory vaccines" for all. They said that
it will be voluntary for "three weeks" and then "substantive penalties could be justified" for noncompliance. Read it from THEIR SITE and THIS. So much for the voluntary talk huh?

It should come as no surprise that The World Economic Forum (WEF) has long had plans to exploit
a pandemic to push for a globalist Great Reset (essentially UN Agenda 2030). In his new book,
James Perloff explains this, but the book was immediately banned by Amazon as noted HERE. Only
those with something to hide need to censor. In this 47-minute interview, Perloff covers the hidden
agendas, dangers of mRNA, transhumanism, mark of the beast and their globalist end game:

Power Hour: James Perloff Warns About mRNA & Transhumanism
The WEF was founded in 1971 and has evolved into a body of technocrats and social engineers that
want to impose a Fourth Industrial Revolution upon humanity that perfectly interfaces with the Book
of Revelation depicting the last days of humanity. I write about this in my book, and Pat Wood has
written the Foreward, as a leading authority on the Trilateral Commission and Technocracy, at his
website right HERE. Brannon Howse reveals how a response to Covid-19 (by name) has been
planned before Covid-19 arrived...other words, this is a plandemic. The WEF was at the Event 201
with Bill Gates in late 2019. If you are new to all of this, I might recommend watching the following
presentation by James Corbett who correctly states that this has NOTHING to do with a virus:

The Corbett Report: Your Guide To The Great Reset
I know this is lots of information, but the times are urgent. This is a must watch documentary, and
share it with others. Already in the UK they are rolling out CommonPass in the airline industry that
will verify your test status (on your phone) to board flights. This generates a QR code, and this has
been sponsored by The Common Pass Foundation.....and the World Economic Forum, of course!
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And yet again, where do things go from here? I think you are getting the picture. To summarize, I
agree that this was a man-made leaked biological warfare pathogen from China. Event 201 is very
suspicious in all of this, or anything to do with Bill and Melinda Gates. The progression of masks, to
vaccines, and eventually an implantable biochip is inevitable. It will be the ultimate virtue signaling
by the Group Think masses. The petty politicians, technocrats and social engineers will blather about
a voluntary vaccine, but they will punish you in many other ways. Mike Adams alerts that you will
lose your job, unless you take a vaccine, see HERE. The US Army has issued a DoD report to make
wearing masks mandatory for servicemen even if the vaccine works (and this will be a new normal).
In Canada, they are proposing mandatory vaccines, and part of a "reset" people can have all debts
cancelled if they surrender their property and assets! As Dr. Rashid Buttar warns in THIS CLIP, if
you do not comply you will be considered "a public safety risk" and relocated to "isolation facilities"
until you comply (start at 6-8 minutes). Brazil is implementing mandatory vaccines, and it is starting
to look like the Hunger Games. China will now combine a "track and trace" system into their public
Social Credit Score system. Here is what THAT looks like, and in the US we are implementing a new
contact tracing system (like China) - watch HERE (good one). I could go on, but the picture is clear.

Let me conclude this section with some final proofs about this global plandemic. This is almost
too hard to believe, unless you are a psychopathic busybody control freak. At THIS Libertarian site
they list 21 proofs that this is a plandemic. Proof #3 stands out in the above chart. In 2015, a
"System & Method for Testing Covid-19" was patented by Richard Rothschild - fours years before
Covid-19! You need to see all 21 proofs at THIS IMPORTANT LINK! Think this is mind-blowing?
According to a shipping log by a trade stats organization, over 100 nations starting getting Covid-19
testing kits in 2017, three years before Covid-19! You can see a manifest at THIS LINK (as Proof #4).
In Proof #6, this is to last until 2025. In Proof #7, in 2017 Dr. Fauci "guaranteed" a global plandemic
by 2019. In Proof # 8, Bill and Melinda Gates also guaranteed a global plandemic. In Proof #9,
these two psychopaths were celebrated at the Event 201. Finally, in Proof #16, Hollywood (and the
Deep State) have been conditioned the masses for years with various movies and globalist fear porn.
As a preview to my January 2021 newsletter, I will mention that this kind of social
engineering the masses goes back to the Tavistock Institute created after WWII.
They concluded that trauma, shock and anxiety destroys reason and logic to accept
new ideas based on pure emotion - and this exactly where we are at right now. I
invite you to watch THIS CLIP with analysts Alex Neuman and Brannon Howse
at the 46-48 minute mark. I will have more on this, but let's turn our attention to the
precious metals market that also defies reason and logic, since it is equally subject
to the-the-powers-that-should-not-be who are gaslighting complacent investors.
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The BIS Basel III Accord & New Gold Price!

As most of you know, the precious metals have been manipulated since the creation of the NY
Comex in 1975. This is accomplished by determining the "price" with paper futures trading, which
only includes commercial banks and speculators to suppress gold and silver. Why do they do this? It
is a deliberate effort to discourage investors from protecting their wealth with real money having
intrinsic value, not the world of worthless fiat currency as I outline in my book. But this is all about to
change in 2021. This plandemic and uncertainty has caused a surge in physical demand for metals,
and this is putting tremendous pressure at the LBMA in London and the Comex (Crimex) operation in
NY for physical delivery. Famed London whistleblower, Andrew Maguire recently made a comment
that is urgent. As I've reported, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) adopted the Basel III
Accord in 2010 to raise gold to a "Tier 1" asset for major banks. This was adopted in March 2019,
and the hard deadline was January 2022, but the plandemic has moved this up to March of 2021!
"Meanwhile the shortage of real metal also is causing more futures buyers to take delivery, Maguire
says. These circumstances, Maguire believes, are building toward a potential
revaluation of gold in March, when the "Basel III" financial regulations of the Bank
for International Settlements will take effect, elevating physical gold in hand to a
"Tier 1" asset on bank balance sheets, as asset equivalent to cash, and thereby
devaluing gold derivatives. This, Maguire says, is giving banks a strong incentive to get
physical gold in hand in advance. Many governments and central banks with substantial gold
reserves, Maguire says, actually want a higher gold price, since a higher gold price will
help them offset or repay their exploding sovereign debts."

The key point here is that the banksters know their days are numbered and they need gold to offset
their paper losses. This is part of The Great Reset. Read his report HERE and VIDEO CLIP. As
financial analyst George Gammon has pointed out, global sovereign debt is almost $300 trillion, or
365% to global GDP! A financial reckoning day will be in the bond market, and they know it! In
this scenario gold needs to be "repriced" to $20-30,000/oz. to restructure debts and recapitalize the
banks. As Maguire has noted, the physical demand will force this issue and likely be triggered with
delivery defaults (force majeure). The timing looks to be in 2021, and metals expert Ed Steer has
concluded his very long article with this concluding remark, that we do well to take heed:
"Neither I nor you can time the expiration date of this misguided yet ephemeral trust in using
counterfeit money to pay for record-breaking debt levels and historically unmatched asset bubbles.
But as both history and natural market forces confirm, that trust ends once currencies lose
their value and the madness of crowd faith in fantasy is replaced by a mad crowd of
broke investors. Those who confront facts rather than fantasy, however, can prepare for the
unfolding of history and math without having to worry about the precise 'timing' of what is
otherwise inevitable. Toward that end, the historical remedy for the current wave of policy
madness has always been the same: Precious Metals."
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Silver Demand & Massive Upside Potential!

First the first time in sixteen years, physical demand for silver has exceeded the paper ETFs as
seen above. Is this significant? You better believe it! In fact, demand for American Silver Eagles in
2020 has exceeded all demand for 2018 and 2019 combined! It is now estimated that for every ounce
of silver at Comex there are 300 derivative paper contracts. In other words, this is like musical chairs
and a silver delivery default will see silver exceed its former high of $50/oz. in 1980 (and 2011). It is
no secret that JP Morgan has acquired a massive silver hoard since 2011, while at the same time they
have been 'naked shorting' the paper price. Is this legal? Nope, but they obviously see a day when the
real price of silver will be much higher (just like gold). As Ed Steer has provided in this chart, we
can see that the last time silver reached $50/oz. was 2011 (red lines), and now it is happening again.

Silver expert Ted Butler sees huge silver demand coming. "We are going to have a pitched battle
between industrial silver users who need silver to stay in business, and investors seeking outsized
gains. Don't you believe this was behind JP Morgan's accumulation of one billion ounces of physical
silver? I once wrote that when silver goes off, it will be like an atom bomb on a hydrogen bomb on a
neutron bomb." Ted says the "silver story" is the best kept secret in the world, and when this thing
blows "there won't be anything like it in [our] lifetime." Read it all HERE. Perhaps you can tell that
I favor silver over gold. As I mentioned before (p. 5), the Fed has been destroying our dollar, and
especially since 1971. "Gold and silver have been money and stores of value throughout all of human
history, notwithstanding what Nixon was forced to do back in 1971, writes Ed Steer, "and those
accumulating it hand over fist for the last several years, know that as well. And whatever the future
holds for us, I expect that to continue as long as fiat currencies rule the earth. I'm just hoping that there
will be something left to enjoy when our day in the sun finally arrives." That is my hope also.
And speaking of hope, I would like to leave you with this Christmas reminder and some inspiration
from the Bible. In these rather dark times we need to focus on the true meaning of Christmas and
how this reality helps put our lives into proper perspective. Jesus is truly our only hope and light.
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Jesus Christ: Our Hope & Light of the World

A

t this special time of year, we give and receive many nice gifts and enjoy the time spent with
family and friends. The Bible says that “Every good thing bestowed, and every perfect gift is
from above, coming down from the Father of lights” (Jas. 1:17). This not only speaks of
God’s providence to bring good things into our lives, it also speaks of the greatest gift of all by sending
His Son (Jn. 3:16). Paul responds, “Thanks be to God for His indescribable gift!” (2 Cor. 9:15).
When Jesus came the first time, He fulfilled over 300 Old Testament prophecies including this one
from Isaiah 9:2, “The people who were sitting in darkness saw a great light…upon them a light
dawned” (Mt. 4:16). Jesus was that great light, but He would later say, “the light has come into the
world, but men loved the darkness rather than the light, for their deeds were evil” (Jn. 3:19). This is
the human condition today. This is what happens when people reject the light and live in darkness. In
both the Old and New Testament, the motif of light and darkness is a metaphysical reference to
good and evil, and an ethical distinction between that which is morally right and wrong. God created
light out of darkness in Genesis 1:3. “God is light” (1 Jn. 1:5) and He dwells in “unapproachable
light” (1 Tim. 6:16). Jesus said He was “the light of the world” (Jn. 8:12), and everyone who believes
in Him are “sons of light” (Jn. 12:36; Eph. 5:8) and will “not remain in darkness” (Jn. 12:46). The
Devil is known as the “Prince of darkness” (Jn. 12:31; Eph. 2:2), and Jesus said He came to “destroy
the works of the Devil” (1 Jn. 3:8). This battle between light and darkness will continue until Jesus
returns, but we can be sure of the outcome. As we celebrate His first coming to redeem us, let us be
mindful that He is returning as the “King of kings” (Rev. 19:16). Jesus is better than Santa.

Why Jesus is Better than Santa
Santa lives at the North Pole...
JESUS is everywhere.
Santa rides in a sleigh...
JESUS rides on the wind and walks on the water.
Santa comes but once a year...
JESUS is an ever present help.
Santa fills your stockings with goodies...
JESUS supplies all your needs.
Santa comes down your chimney uninvited...
JESUS stands at your door and knocks, and then enters your
heart when invited.
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You have to wait in line to see Santa...
JESUS is as close as the mention of His name.
Santa lets you sit on his lap...
JESUS lets you rest in His arms.
Santa doesn't know your name, all he can say is "Hi little boy or girl, what's your name?"...
JESUS knew our name before we were born.
Santa has a belly like a bowl full of jelly...
JESUS has a heart full of love
All Santa can offer is HO HO HO...
JESUS offers health, help and hope.
Santa says "You better not cry"...
JESUS says "Cast all your cares on me for I care for you."
Santa's little helpers make toys...
JESUS makes new life, mends wounded hearts, repairs broken homes and builds mansions.
Santa may make you chuckle but...
JESUS gives you joy that is your strength.
While Santa puts gifts under your tree...
JESUS became our gift and died on a tree...the cross.
We need to put Christ back in CHRISTmas, Jesus is still the reason for the season!
Jesus enters our hearts when He is invited. In this newsletter, I have noted how evil social engineers
are using this plandemic and fear of death to control us. Because of sin, we shall all die. But Jesus
died for our sins, and He offers eternal life. He provides the cure for the "sin virus" that infects every
human heart and is 100% fatal and eternal. He is the Christmas cure. "For God so loved the world,
that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish, but have eternal
life" (Jn. 3:16). In the Bible, this is called the Good News, and indeed it is! For my new subscribers,
and I would invite you to click THIS LINK to my new website, that stresses a biblical worldview and
the need for faith in these very difficult times. Jesus is better than Santa. He is the greatest gift to all
mankind. An old hymn penned these wonderful words; "Jesus paid it all, all to Him I owe; sin had
left a crimson stain, He washed me white as snow." This is a wonderful truth. I normally conclude
with a brief summary of my newsletter, but the Christmas cure is my focus. Where things ultimately
go from here is all in my book at THIS LINK. Finally, if I can assist you with real money, click my
banner below. For the King of kings; the wise men brought gold.......not fiat currency.

Until Next Time, Your Christmas Messenger from Pinetop
www.idpconsultinggroup.com

FAIR USE NOTICE: This newsletter contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been
specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance
better understanding of geopolitics, macroeconomics and metals markets. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair
use’ of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance
with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material in this monthly newsletter is distributed for educational purposes.
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